Controlling carbon-nanotube-phospholipid solubility by curvature-dependent self-assembly.
Control of aqueous dispersion is central in the processing and usage of nanoscale hydrophobic objects. However, selecting dispersive agents based on the size and form of the hydrophobic object and the role of coating morphology in dispersion efficiency remain important open questions. Here, the effect of the substrate and the dispersing molecule curvature, as well as, the influence of dispersant concentration on the adsorption morphology are examined by molecular simulations of graphene and carbon nanotube (CNT) substrates with phospholipids of varying curvature as the dispersing agents. Lipid spontaneous curvature is increased from close to zero (effectively cylindrical lipid) to highly positive (effectively conical lipid) by studying double tailed dipalmitoylphosphadidylcholine (DPPC) and single tailed lysophosphadidylcholine (LPC) which differ in the number of acyl chains but have identical headgroup. We find that lipids are good dispersion agents for both planar and curved nanoparticles and induce a dispersive barrier nonsize selectively. Differences in dispersion efficiency arise from lipid headgroup density and their extension from the hydrophobic substrate in the adsorption morphology. We map the packing morphology contributing factors and report that the aggregate morphologies depend on the competition of interactions rising from (1) hydrophobicity driven maximization of lipid-substrate contacts and lipid self-adhesion, (2) tail bending energy cost, (3) preferential alignment along the graphitic substrate principal axes, and (4) lipid headgroup preferential packing. Curved substrates adjust the morphology by changing the balance between the interaction strengths. Jointly, the findings show substrate curvature and dimensions are a way to tune lipid adsorption to desired, self-assembling patterns. Besides engineering dispersion efficiency, the findings could bear significance in designing materials with defined molecular scale, molecular coatings for orientation specific CNT assembly or lipid-based molecular masks and patterning on graphene.